Compton rapper and LNDN DRGS front man Jay Worthy emerged onto the rap music scene in 2013 when he was discovered by the late A$AP Yams following the release of “The Time is Now” ft. Da$h. Yams personally flew Worthy to New York City to work on music and to discuss the release of AKTIVE, the debut full length project from LNDN DRGS, Jay Worthy's group with producer Sean House. The project dropped early 2016 via Fool's Gold to critical acclaim and the G-Funk and R&B sound of the project grabbed the attention of producers like Cardo Got Wings, The Alchemist, Jake One, and Dam Funk, whom have all since collaborated with Worthy and LNDN DRGS.

Two4One, Worthy’s first solo project, is the culmination of all the hard work Worthy has put into his craft as an artist and the relationships he has built over the years. Initially released as a bi-weekly collection of two-single collaborations, with four star level producers and guest features, Worthy is now dropping the entire collection of songs, with instrumentals, on Vinyl. With production from Alchemist, Cardo Got Wings, Jake One and Harry Fraud, the stage was set for Worthy to showcase his unique and versatile ability on the mic, and he does not disappoint. While representing the Left Coast, Worthy taps artists from both coasts to join him on Two4One, with features from Kamaiyah, Boogie, Larry June, G. Perico, Grafh, ElCamino, The Kid Daytona and more.